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CAPSTONE PROJECT
Introduction

This project will propose the structure and content for a sustainable agriculture
curriculum and its connection to systems thinking. The methodology of Understanding
by Design (UbD) will be introduced as a framework to implement best practices in a
sustainable agriculture curriculum design. The curriculum will focus on the key
principles of sustainable agriculture using UbD Framework, and more specifically
GRASPS to assess each principle. This curriculum will address how implementing a
sustainable agriculture curriculum in our classrooms promotes systems thinking and
addresses global threats.
Using components of model curriculums as well as my best practices, a
sustainable agriculture curriculum will be presented for high school students, grades
9-12. The curriculum will be available via Google Drive access and can be
implemented as an elective science credit, an alternative science credit (for example in
an alternative learning center), and/or as an honors class. The curriculum will start with
a “Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum Users Guide” that provides direction for
implementing the curriculum. Using systems thinking and UbD methods, the first topic
will be the proposal of a final project that implements sustainable agriculture practices
and promotes systems thinking. This will be achieved using the UbD framework and
the resources provided to successfully execute the project planning. When a UbD
GRASP is completed as well as a timeline the project planning is complete. To
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successfully complete the sustainable project, a broad foundational knowledge is
needed to provide the context for sustainable agriculture practices. This foundation is
provided in four topics with five lessons each. The four topics are: sustainable
agriculture, soil, carbon farming, and Agriscaping. Within each topic are five lessons
indicated by levels (Level 1-5). The levels are intended to be completed in order as
Level 1 introduces the topic and provides the contextual background. Levels 2-4
provide additional context while incorporating application of the knowledge through
experiential learning and UbD practices. Level 5 provides direction and resources on
how to use Levels 1-4 to build and modify final project design. Each of the levels
contain an estimated timeline, topic and subtopic, level identification, key objectives,
lesson summary, and resources needed to achieve lesson. Level 5 lessons also
contain a GRASP analysis and timeline to incorporate into the final project planning
process. While the curriculum is best used in its entirety any topic can be used
independently if needed.
Overview of the Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum:
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The sustainable agriculture curriculum in its entirety is intended to span one
calendar school year from September to June. The year will start with the introduction
and understanding of the UbD framework. Students and educators will then collaborate
to create a sustainable project to be implemented at the end of the year and revised
throughout the year using the curriculum resources. After UbD and project design,
students and educators will access the curriculum and formulate a plan for
implementation to best meet their project goals. They will complete Levels 1-4 of their
chosen topics to gain context and practical application and Level 5 will apply that
learning to their project plan. In the project planning process and at the end of each
Level 5 lesson a timeline will be updated to ensure progress and accountability.
During the initial project planning phase students will complete the rubric
“Understanding by Design Unit-PEER Review” (Appendix A7) . This rubric assesses
each stage of the UbD framework, giving students a chance to collaborate and refine
and revise as necessary. Educators will use the “Understanding by Design Unit-Peer
Review” to evaluate student project planning with the “UBD Lesson Design Standards
Rubric” (Appendix A8). This transparent evaluation process provides equity for both
educators and students as they create, revise, refine, and analyze their projects. This
process reflects systems thinking and how it is applied using the UbD framework.
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Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum Users Guide
Welcome to the Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum! This curriculum is designed using the
Understanding by Design (UbD) framework to implement systems thinking into the classroom.
Students will create a sustainable agriculture project that will incorporate systems thinking and
address global threats. This engages the students beyond the classroom into community and
world perspectives and shifts their thinking from a linear approach to systems approach while
simultaneously driving change towards a sustainable future.

How to Implement Curriculum:
Project Design:
The curriculum starts with the proposal of a final project using the UbD framework. Once a
project plan with a timeline is in place, any of the four topics can be accessed to provide
background and direction for the final project. Each topic has five lessons that are categorized
by levels. For best results, complete the levels in order as the content shifts from informational
context to application to final project implementation.
Each of the lessons contain an estimated timeline, topic and subtopic, level, key objectives,
lesson summary, and resources needed to achieve lesson. Level 5 lessons also contain a GRASP
analysis and timeline to incorporate into the final project planning process.
Covering all four topics and all five levels provided in the curriculum will provide the most
comprehensive context into sustainable agriculture. However, if desired any one topic can also
stand on its own and be used.

How to Use Curriculum:
Step 1:

Retrieve curriculum from Google Drive

Step 2:

Read “Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum Users Guide”

Step 3:

Complete UbD Project Design Lessons to formulate a plan and timeline for final
project (Implementing Systems Thinking and Backwards Planning)

Step 4:

Start at desired topic and complete 5 lessons starting at Level 1 and ending at
Level 5

Step 5:

At the end of any topic (Level 5) use UbD GRASPS to adjust final project design
and timeline to accommodate new learning.

Step 6:

Adjust Final Project as needed from Level 5 GRASPS assessment and updated
timeline.

Step 7:

Repeat Steps 4-5 until all four topics are completed
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Step 7:

Execute final project

Step 8:

Assess, modify, and reinvent project as needed

Levels:
Level 1:
The first lesson under each topic and should be done prior to any other lessons. Level 1
introduces the topic and provides a contextual background.
Levels 2-4:
Provides additional context while incorporating application of the knowledge through
experiential learning and UbD framework.
Level 5:
Provides direction on how to use Levels 1-4 lessons to build final project.
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Overview of Curriculum:
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Project Ideas:
THIS LIST IS INTENDED TO START BRAINSTORMING FOR ENDLESS PROJECT OPPORTUNITIES –
OPTIONS CAN BE EXTENDED, MODIFIED, AND/OR COMBINED AS DESIRED
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Compost Recyling Program and Building of Bins
Create a Compost Exchange Program – Compost for Produce
Build a compost recycling program in community
Agriscapes – create or change existing landscaping into edible plants
Soil Amendment (Carbon, Water and Micronutrient Testing)
Build and use raised garden beds for growing produce
Vermicomposting Stations(s)
Hydroponic Station(s)
Grow microgreens/sprouts to be used in school cafeteria or sold for fundraiser
High Tunnel and/or Greenhouse Practices
Prairie Restoration + Bee Habitats (Bee House Construction)
Community Kitchen for Harvesting Produce
Start a Community Supported Ag exchange (CSA)
Introduce and use produce in school cafeterias
STEM – Create and Build Vertical Garden Structures
Design and start themed Container Gardens to use for fundraising
Start a Community Green Day
Implement policy change at school or city level to incorporate Community Agriscaping
(landscaping with edibles at public buildings and parks)
● Start Youth Eco Solutions (YES!) school group – available to Minnesota students
https://yesmn.org/

● Do projects and submit to National and State MN Ag in The Classroom as curriculum
● Find community partnerships and create and design Agriscapes for fundraising (Senior
Living Facilities, City Buildings, Co-ops, etc)
● Find and partner with local farmers to educated and build sustainable practices –
“Borrow an acre (or more) to use as a learning and testing site for sustainable practices
● Start a small scale (less than an acre) sustainable farm at school or in community
implementing no till, biodiversity, soil regeneration, and animals
● Drive policy change at city, state, and/or national level for carbon sequestration as a
“cash crop” for farmers
● Connect with local farmers for farm to school initiatives and programs
● Join school or local National FFA Chapter and implement sustainable project into
Agriscience Fair or Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE)
● Join and create policy change in Sustainable Farming Association https://www.sfa-mn.org/
● Join and get involved in students programs in Minnesota Institute for Sustainable
Agriculture (MISA) https://www.misa.umn.edu/
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PROJECT RESOURCE LIST
Ubd Project Design - Appendix A
McTighe and Associates Consulting: Resources
https://jaymctighe.com/resources/#1514647183121-2174a098-07d5
Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum Google Drive Access:
Understanding by Design PPT
Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum Users Guide
UbD Sustainable Agriculture - Appendix B
Journey 2050 – National Ag in the Classroom
https://www.agclassroom.org/teacher/matrix/lessonplan.cfm?lpid=589&search_term_lp=
1:%20introduction,1:%20introduction
Earth Day: Climate Education Week: Climate Education Week Toolkit
https://160g7a3snajg2i1r662yjd5r-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/Educat
ion-Toolkit-022718.pdf
No-Till Farmer
https://www.no-tillfarmer.com/
SARE
https://www.sare.org/Learning-Center/grazing-management
Sustainable Grazing Lands PDF: USDA-NRCS
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1043496.pdf
Video – The Biggest Little Farm
https://www.ecowatch.com/the-biggest-little-farm-2636700678.html?rebelltitem=4#rebell
titem4
Projects in Biodiversity
https://sustainability.asu.edu/ecologyexplorers/teacher-toolbox/lesson-plans/
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How to Develop a Pasture Management Plan
http://pastureproject.org/pasture-management/developing-a-grazing-plan/
Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum Google Drive Access:
Sustainable Farming Practices
Article Review Worksheet
Sustainable Livestock Grazing Factsheet
Ubd Soil - Appendix C
Dirt: The Movie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHhhHpohglg
Dirt: The Movie Resources
https://www-tc.pbs.org/independentlens/dirt-the-movie/resources/dirt_discussion.pdf
The Food Project Curriculum
https://thefoodproject.org/curriculum/sustainable-agriculture/
Composting Resources
https://www.pinterest.com/maryting5/compost-postersinfo/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW_DVNUt7ms
Vermicomposting Resources
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8miLevRI_o
https://foodprint.org/eating-sustainably/composting-and-food-waste/vermicomposting-10
1/?gclid=Cj0KCQiA5dPuBRCrARIsAJL7oei9Ekhu0fpuDThcFWglIht9RUjOl9IEhqR9831
YxbRQWCWkNSPurNYaAqmeEALw_wcB
http://compost.css.cornell.edu/worms/steps.html
https://urbanwormcompany.com/how-to-start-worm-bin/
https://www.cathyscomposters.com/instructions.htm
https://www.epa.gov/recycle/how-create-and-maintain-indoor-worm-composting-bin
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Compost Tea
https://www.wormcompostinghq.com/how-to-use-worm-compost/how-to-make-composttea-with-worm-castings/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96XGcIF3v20
Lasagna Gardening
https://www.thespruce.com/how-to-make-a-lasagna-garden-2539877
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuNUTTFYArY
Greenhouse Effect
https://www.growveg.com/guides/warming-up-soil-how-to-start-seeds-earlier-in-your-gar
den/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oc70X2Jn1gk
UbD Carbon Farming - Appendix D
Measuring Carbon Footprint Calculator
http://www.comet-planner.com/
Carbon Emissions Game
https://serc.carleton.edu/integrate/teaching_materials/carbon_emissions/unit6.html
My Carbon Footprint Curriculum
https://nysci.org/wp-content/uploads/MCF_HS_Final.pdf
Carbon Farming Practices
https://nysci.org/wp-content/uploads/MCF_HS_Final.pdf
Measuring Carbon
https://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/carbon/tools/
Boosting Farm Productivity
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https://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/climatechange/carbonfarmingfutures
Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum Google Drive Access:
Articles: Carbon Sequestration
Article Response Packet
How to Deliver an Informational Presentation PPT
UbD Agriscaping - Appendix E
Edible Landscape Book
https://www.amazon.com/Edible-Landscape-Beautiful-Bountiful-Vegetables/dp/0760341
397
University of Minnesota Extension
https://extension.umn.edu/yard-and-garden
Agriscaping
https://agriscaping.com/
Plant Hardiness Zones
https://commonsensehome.com/plant-hardiness-zones-microclimate/
https://garden.org/nga/zipzone/
Sprouts and Microgreens
https://sproutpeople.org/growing-sprouts/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NotNIdKeRPw
https://grocycle.com/best-microgreens-recipes/
http://www.ahealthyplate.com/benefits-of-microgreens-and-sprouts/
Hydroponics
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Book: “Hydroponics the Very Easy Way” by Larry Cipolla
Vertical Garden Designs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxZDqdMMzw8
Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum Google Drive Access:
Agriscaping Sun, Soil, and Nutrients
Companion Planting Guide
Edible Landscaping Plants Student PPT
Introduction to Hydroponics Worksheet
Introduction to Horticulture PPT and Worksheet
Introduction to Agriscaping and Design
Introduction to Agriscaping Indoors
Microclimates PDF and Reference Guide
Seed, Bean, and Nut Sprouting Guide
Students Agriscape Design Samples
Students Project Design Pictures

*** RESOURCES FOLLOW CURRICULUM ORDER ***

APPENDIX A

UbD Lesson Plan – Project Design Levels 1-4
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION
TOPIC: Project Design

PROJECT

TIMELINE: 1-2 Weeks
SUBTOPIC: Designing a Sustainable Project
using UbD

KEY OBJECTIVES
● Project goal is to implement sustainable agriculture practices through a hands-on
project that involves the community and is sustainable beyond current school year
● Understand the concept of “Backwards Design and Planning” from UbD PPT
● Complete Stage 1: Identify Desired Results
● Complete Stage 2: Evidence Assessment
● Complete Project Design Level 5: UbD GRADPS and Timeline
● Start Stage 3: Learning Experience and Instructions – Use Sustainable Agriculture
Curriculum to support project goals and timeline
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students and educators will collaborate on project planning and design using the UbD
framework. Students will first learn about backwards planning and implement the three
stages of the UbD framework to successfully create a project reflecting sustainable
agriculture practices.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
UbD Project Planning PPT –
Google Drive: UbD Project Planning PPT
Backwards Planning and
Implementation of 3 Stages of
UbD
UbD Handouts and Rubrics
Google Drive: UbD Project Planning Resources
Resources
McTighe and Associates
https://jaymctighe.com/resources/#1514647183121-217
Consulting: Resources
4a098-07d5
Collaborative Brainstorming
https://edpioneer.com/6-collaborative-brainstorming-str
Methods
ategies-for-high-school-students/
Creative Ways to Present
https://minds-in-bloom.com/72-creative-ways-for-stude
Project Idea
nts-to-show/
A1

UbD Lesson Plan – Level 5
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION

PROJECT

TOPIC: Project Design

TIMELINE: Entire Curriculum (as needed)
SUBTOPIC: Initial Project Design

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Use understandings and completion of UbD Stages 1 and 2 to start project design
● Define project design using GRASPS UbD Framework
● Access Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum Users Guide and resources to create tentative timeline
for lessons and project implementation
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students and educators will use products from UbD Stages 1 and 2 to design final project. The UbD grasps
framework will be completed as well as a tentative timeline using Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum resources.
This design will be modified and updated at the end of each curriculum topic at Level 5.

GRASPS – UbD Framework
G – GOAL
Your task is ____
Your goal is to ____
The problem or challenge is ____
The obstacle to overcome is ____
R – ROLE
You are ____
You have been asked to ____
Your job is____
A – AUDIENCE
Your clients are ____
The target audience is ____
You need to convince ____
S – SITUATION
The context you find yourself in is ____
The challenge involves dealing with ____
P – PRODUCT/PURPOSE
You will create a ____ in order to____.
You need to develop ___so that ____.
S – STANDARDS FOR SUCCESS
Your performance needs to ____
Your work will be judged by ____
Your product must meet the following
standard (quality) _____
A successful result will _____

Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Sustainable Agriculture Curriculum Users
Google Drive
Guide
Google Drive Access – Sustainable
Google Drive
Agriculture Curriculum
Proposed Timeline: Insert tasks as needed
September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

***Not every month needs to be used, use as needed to implement project design ***
A2

UbD in a Nutshell
1. UbD is a way of thinking purposefully about curricular planning and school reform. It offers a 3-stage design process, a
set of helpful design tools, and design standards -- not a rigid
program or prescriptive recipe.

Stage 1: Desired Results

What long-term transfer goals are targeted?
What meanings should students make?

2. The primary goal of UbD is student understanding: the ability
to make meaning of “big ideas” and transfer their learning.

What essential questions will students explore?

3. UbD “unpacks” and transforms Content Standards into the
relevant Stage 1 elements and appropriate assessments in
Stage 2.

What knowledge & skill will students acquire?
Stage 2: Evidence

4. Understanding is revealed when students autonomously
transfer their learning through authentic performance. Six
facets of understanding – the capacity to explain, interpret,
apply, shift perspective, empathize, and self assess – serve as
indicators of understanding.

What performances and products will reveal
evidence of meaning-making and transfer?
What additional evidence will be collected for
other Desired Results?

5. Teachers are coaches of understanding, not mere purveyors
of content or activity. They design for and support “meaning
making” and “transfer” by the learner; and adjust to achieve
intended results.

Stage 3: Learning Plan

What activities, experiences, and lessons will lead
to achievement of the desired results and success
at the assessments?

6. Planning is best done ”backward” from the desired results
and the transfer tasks that embody the goals. The 3 Stages
(Desired Results, Evidence, Learning Plan) must align for the
unit to be most effective.

How will the learning plan help students of Acquistion, Meaning Making, and Transfer?

7. Regular reviews of curriculum against design standards
enhance curricular quality and effectiveness.

How will the unit be sequenced and differentiated
to optimize achievement for all learners?

8. UbD reflects a “continuous improvement” approach. The
results of curriculum designs - student performance - informs
needed adjustments.
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UbD in a Nutshell
STAGE 1

Stage 1: Desired Results
A transfer goal –

A “meaning” –

•

•

•
•

states the long-term accomplishments that students should be
able to do with knowledge and
skill, on their own.
frames Standards as long-term
performance accomplishments.
answers the questions “Why?”
and “What can you do with this?”

•

makes sense of otherwise discrete
facts - it “connects the dots”

•

is transferable to other contexts.

•

is usually not obvious, and may
be counter-intuitive; therefore
prone to misunderstanding.

•

cannot be simply trasmitted; it
must be “earned” by the learner.

•

is an inference, stated as a 		
specific generalization: “the
student will understand THAT...”

UbD2 = pp. 39 - 43; 78 - 81

An essential question –
•
•

•

is open ended; has no simple
“right answer.”
is mean to be investigated,
argued, looked at from different
points of view.
encourages active “meaning
making” by the learner about
important ideas.

•

raises other important questions.

•

naturally arises in everyday life,
and/or in “doing” the subject.

•

constantly and appropriately
recurs; it can fruitfully be asked
and re-asked over time.
WKBK = pp.88 - 106
UbD2 = Ch 5, pp. 105 - 125

is a student-constructed understanding about a “big idea” (the
“moral of the story” of the unit).

WKBK = pp.107 - 118
UbD2 = Ch 6, pp. 126 - 145

Knowledge & Skill –
•

•

specifies what students should
know and be able to do as a result
of the unit (usually stated in
established Standards and benchmarks)
reflects both the targeted knowledge and skill and the enabling
knowledge and skill implied in the
understanding-related goals

1. A main focus in STAGE 1 is making sure that our
learning goals are framed in terms of important
accomplishments reflective of understanding
2. The goal of understanding has two connotations:
1) making “meaning” of big ideas, and 2) autonomous
“transfer” of learning to new situations.
3. Research conclusively shows that students need to
grasp the big ideas if they are to make sense of their
lessons, and transfer their learning to new lessons,
novel problems, and real-world situations.
4. “Transfer” refers to the ultimate desired
accomplishment: what, in the end, should students be
able to do with all this ‘content’, on their own, if this
and other related units are successful?
5. It is important to state the transfer goals explicitly,
even if such goals are not explicit noted in the
established standards.
6. We must be mindful of potential student
misunderstandings and transfer deficits. Establishing
clear and explicit goals also means predicting possible
trouble spots in learning and performance.
7. Resist listing all the possible knowldge and skill goals
that are in any way related to the unit topic. Identify
only those goals that you plan to directly assess in
STAGE 2 and explicitly address in STAGE 3.

WKBK = pp.119 - 125
UbD2 = 2nd ed. of Understanding by Design
WKBK = UbD Professional Development Workbook
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UbD in a Nutshell
STAGE 2

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence
Performance Task(s) -

1. The focus in STAGE 2 is “valid evidence” - making sure that what we assess
and how we assess follows logically from the STAGE 1 goals.

•

are needed as evidence of understanding because we
have to see if the learners can apply their learning to
various issues, problems, situations, and contexts.

•

reflect the 6 Facets of understanding: explanation,
interpretation, application, perspective, empathy, and
self-understanding.

•

establish real-world contexts, demands, messiness,
audiences, and purposes.

3. Assessing for understanding also requires evidence of the student’s ability
to apply their learning in new, varied, and realistic situations - transfer in which they must “do” the subject as opposed to merely answering pat
questions.

•

should be written in the GRASPS format to make
assessment tasks more authentic and engaging.

4. The 6 Facets of Understanding provide a helpful framework for building
appropriate assessment tasks:

•

are evaluated using valid criteria and indicators,
reflective of not only quality performance but related
to the Desired Results of Stage 1.
WKBK = pp.159 - 179; GRASPS pp. 170 - 172
UbD2 = pp. 146 - 171

2. Assessing for understanding requires evidence of the student’s ability to
insightfully explain or interpret their learning - to “show their work” and to
“justify” or “support” their performance/product with commentary.

• Explain: the student generalizes, makes connections, has a sound theory, can put
in theor own words
• Interpret: the student offers a plausible and supported account of text, data,
experience
• Apply: the student can transfer, adapt, adjust, address novel issues & problems
• Perspective: the student can see from different points of view

Other Evidence –

• Empathy: the student can walk in the shoes of people/characters

•

• Self-understanding: the student can self-assess, see the limits of their
understanding, reflect metacognitively

•

identifies needed assessments of Stage 1 goals; includes
conventional tests, quizzes, assignments, observations,
etc.to round out the assessment.
can overlap the performance-based evidence, thereby
increasing the reliability of the overall assessment
(especially if the performance task was done by a
group)

WKBK = pp.142 - 154

5. GRASPS is an acronym to help designers construct authentic scenarios for
performance tasks:
• Goal: the goal or challenge statement in the scenario
• Role: the role the student plays in the scenario
• Audience: the audience/client that the student must be concerned with in doing
the task
• Situation: the particular setting/context and its constraints and opportunities
• Performance: the specific performance or product expected
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UbD in a Nutshell
STAGE 3

Stage 3: Learning Plan
The learning events –
• should be derived from the goals of Stage 1 and
the assessments of Stage 2 to ensure alignment
and effectiveness of the activities.
• support student Acquisition, Meaning Making,
and Transfer.
• are enhanced when the WHERETO elements are
included.
Teaching • should reflect the instructional approaches most
appropriate to the goals (not what is easiest or
most comfortable for the teacher).

1. The focus in STAGE 3 is making sure that what we teach and how
we teach follows logically from and aligns with the STAGE 1 and
Stage 2 goals.
2. The learning events are designed to address three interrelated
goals: Acquisition, Meaning Making, and Transfer.
3. Teaching for understanding requires that students be given
numerous opportunities to draw inferences and make
generalizations for themselves (with teacher support).
Understandings cannot be simply told; they have to be actively
“constructed” by the learner.
4. WHERETO is an acronym for considering and self-assessing the key
elements and logic of a learning plan:
• Where: ensuring that the student sees the big picture, has answers to
the “Why?” questions, knows the final performance expectations as
soon as possible
• Hook: immersing the student immediately in the ideas and issues of
the unit, engaging the student in thought-provoking experiences/
challenges/questions at the heart of the unit

• should employ resources most appropriate to the
goals (not simply march through a textbook or
commercial program).

• Equip & Experience: providing the student with the tools, resources,
skill, and information needed to achieve the desired understandings;
and successfully accomplish the performance tasks

• be responsive to differences in learners’ readiness, interests, and preferred ways of learning.

• Rethink: enhance understanding by shifting perspective, considering
different theories, challenging prior assumptions, introducing
new evidence and ideas, etc. Also: providing the impetus for and
opportunity to revise prior work, to polish it
• Evaluate: ensuring that students get diagnostic and formative feedback,
and opportunities to self-assess and self-adjust

WKBK = pp.212 - 237; WHERETO pp. 214 - 226
UbD2 = Chapters 9 & 10; WHERETO pp. 197 - 222

• Tailor: Personalize the learning through differentiated instruction,
assignments and assessments without sacrificing validity or rigor
• Organize: Sequence the work to suit the understanding goals (e.g.,
questioning the flow provided by the textbook, which is typically
organized around discrete topics)
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Understanding by Design

Intro

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 1 – Desired Results

Stage 3

resources template

UbD Template - with question
prompts

Established Goal(s):
G
• What relevant goals (e.g., Content Standards, Course or Program Objectives, Learning
Outcomes etc.) will this design address?
Understanding(s):

Students will understand that...

U

•What are the “big ideas”?
•What speciﬁc understandings about
them are desired?
•What misunderstandings are
predictable?
Students will know...

K

Essential Question(s

Q

• What provocative questions will
foster inquiry, understanding, and
transfer of learning?

Students will be able to...

S

• What key knowledge and skills will students acquire as a result of this unit?
• What should they eventually be able to do as a result of such knowledge and skill?

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence
Performance Task(s):
T
• Through what authentic performance
task(s) will students demonstrate the
desired understandings?
• By what criteria will “performances
of understanding” be judged?

Other Evidence:
OE
• Through what other evidence (e.g.
quizzes, tests, academic prompts, observations, homework, journals, etc.)
will students demonstrate achievement of the desired results?
• How will students reﬂect upon
and self-assess their learning?

Stage 3 – Learning Plan
Learning Activities:

L

W = help the students know where the unit is going and what is expected? Help the teacher
know where the students are coming from (prior knowledge, interests)?
H = hook all students and hold their interest?
E = equip students, help them experience the key ideas, and explore the issues?
R = provide opportunities to rethink and revise their understandings and work?
E = allow students to evaluate their work and its implications?
T = be tailored (personalized) to the different needs, interests, abilities of learners
O = be organized to maximize initial and sustained engagement as well as effective learning?

©2003 ASCD and Grant Wiggins & Jay McTighe
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INTRODUCTION

Backward Design for Action Planning

Stage 1 – Desired Results
Goal(s):

• Ensure a more thorough understanding of what UbD is and how it can improve our daily work.
• Supervisors will be able to observe indicators of successful implementation and provide feedback to faculty on the
application of UbD principles throughout the school year.
• Faculty will be able to effectively design, implement and review quality UbD units that are aligned to standards.

Understanding(s):

Essential Question(s)

• Effective curriculum/units/daily lessons design evolves
“backward” from clear goals and is aligned across all
three stages.
• UbD is a way of thinking more carefully about curriculum/units/daily lessons design; it is 	neither a prescriptive
program nor just a template for design.
• UbD design process is non-linear and ongoing.
• Teaching and assessing for understanding enhances
learning of content standards.

• Why are the best curricula/units/lessons designed
“backwards”?
• What is good design? How does UbD support
curriculum/unit/lesson design?
• Why teach for understanding?
• How will we know that students really understand?
• How will we know that as a district we are moving from
an awareness stage to an application stage in the change
process?

Knowledge: Staff will know...

Skills: Staff will be able to..

• the 3 stages of “backward design”
• characteristics of “big ideas” and “essential questions”
• the six facets of understanding and GRASPS
• the WHERETO elements of instructional planning
• design standards of UbD

• develop understandings, essential questions and assessment evidence.
• design units using the “baclward design” template that
meet UbD Design Sandards.
• review other designs against the Design Standards.

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence
Direct Evidence:

Indirect Evidence:

		
• Develop draft designs using UbD template
and tools.
• Pre- and post-workshop surveys.
• All staff participate in a school-based unit peer review
• Observations of participants’ understandings,          
process for feedback and making necessary revisions.
questions, misconceptions, and frustrations.
• Pilot the UbD units, reflect on results, and plan for
• Quality of responses on exercises and worksheets.
changes.
• Participants’ self-assessments and reflections on their
• Participate in regional peer review processes for final
understandings and design.
approval prior to District curriculum adoption.
• Written and oral feedback on workshops and UbD
• Principals integrate UbD standards into supervision and implementation
evaluation process, and observe implementation of UbD
• “Needs” statements for future professional developprinciples applied in daily lessons.
ment.
			

Stage 3 – Action Plan

			

• Work as school-based teams to establish clear goals aligned to state standards.
• Regional curriculum committees will review and revise the regional curriculum guides to create common goals and
core rubrics for assessment on a continuous basis as part of District’s Curriculum Development plan.
• Utilize portions of faculty meetings to facilitate deeper understanding of unit design and share works in progress.
• Provide guided design work time and workshops as needed.
• Build in opportunities for eams to work on units (through release times, summer work, after-school work, etc.).
• Provide opportunities for interested faculty to advance their learning through regional and/or school-based study
groups, and local, regional, state, and national conferences.
• Provide ongoing peer review training opportunities in order to build expertise first regionally and then locally.
• Publish approved units and excellent UbD models on ubdechange.org and school-based intranets.
• Administrators will monitor implementation, providing faculty with ongoing input using observable indicators.

© 2005 Jay McTighe 		
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INTRODUCTION

Backward Design for Action Planning

Backward Design Plan for an Elementary School Improvement Goal

Stage 1 – Desired Results
Goal(s):
• Reduce the amount of whole-group instruction and increase use of appropriate differentiated strategies.
• Increase the use of pre-assessments to diagnose students’ readiness levels and guide differentiation.
• Increase the achievement (annual growth) of all student sub-groups in reading and mathematics.

Understandings (for teachers):

Essential Questions (for staff exploration):

• Learners differ in their readiness (background
knowledge, skills and experiences), learner profile
(culture, gender, and preferred style) and interests.
• Learning is enhanced when these differences are
acknowledged and addressed.
•  Diagnostic (pre-) assessments are essential to reveal
differences in readiness, profiles, and interests to
guide differentiation.
• Respectful tasks engage learners with content
standards in ways that appropriately challenge them.

• Why should we differentiate our instruction?
• What does effective differentiation look like in the
classroom?
• How do we decide what differentiation is needed?
• How can we make differentiation feasible with
large classes?
• Is differentiation compatible with a standardsbased accountability system?

Knowledge: Staff will know...

Skills: Staff will be able to..

• basic principles and practices of differentiation
• the ways in which students differ
• the content standards and benchmarks that all
students are expected to learn

• apply basic differentiation strategies – tiered lessons,
flexible groupings, scaffolded assignments, and giving       
appropriate choices
• use diagnostic (pre-) assessments effectively
• manage a differentiated classroom

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence
Direct Evidence:

Classroom observations will find:
  • decreased use of whole-group instruction
   • increased use of pre-assessments and appropriate
      differentiated instruction
   • effective management of the class
   • increase in student engagement in learning
Student assessment data will show:
   • Increased achievement by sub-groups in reading     
     and mathematics.

Indirect Evidence:
• Lesson plans include plan for differentiation.
• Teachers can explain how their instruction is responsive
to student learning needs based on assessment data.
• Staff surveys identifying needs for future professional
development.
			

Stage 3 – Action Plan
• Purchase copies of Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design
(ASCD, 2006) for all teaching staff, and encourage them to read the book during the summer.
• Use the pre-school professional days and our two in-service days for book discussion, exploration of essential questions, and
staff workshops on differentiation strategies conducted by district specialists.
• Engage staff in developing a set of observable indicators of effective differentiated instruction in the classroom.
• Use the agreed-upon set of observable indicators for “walk through” classroom visits; provide feedback to staff.
• Encourage grade level teams in sharing lesson plans that incorporate differentiated strategies.
• Use one faculty meeting a month for exploring a particular DI strategy (determined by staff needs assessment).
• Use regularly scheduled grade-level meetings to examine assessment data (from district benchmark assessments and state test
results) and make plans for improving sub-group student performance.  (Note: May involve some regrouping of students across
classrooms.)

© 2005 Jay McTighe 		
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Schooling by Design

Goal(s):

Stage 1 – Desired Results

Understanding(s):

Essential Question(s):

Knowledge & Skills:

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence
		Direct Evidence: 			

		

Indirect Evidence:

Stage 3 – Action Plan
Key Actions: 		

Person(s) Responsible: 		

© 2010 Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins		

Time Frame: 		

1

Schooling by Design

Goal(s):

Stage 1 – Desired Results

What needs do learning results/data reveal?
What improvements are needed? What is our vision? What
do we want to accomplish as a result of this initiative?
Essential Question(s):

Understanding(s):

What understandings and
attitudes do teachers,
administrators, parents,
policy makers, etc. need
for these goals to be met?

What essential questions
about teaching, learning,
results and change should
guide our improvement
actions?

Knowledge & Skills:

What knowledge and skill will teachers, administrators,
policy makers, parents, and students need for this vision
to become a reality?

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence

Direct Evidence:

Indirect Evidence:

What will count as evidence of
reform success?

What other data (e.g.,
achievement gaps; staff
understandings, attitudes,
and practices; organizational
capacity, etc.) should be 		
collected?

What are the key observable
indicators of short and longterm progress?

Stage 3 – Action Plan
What short- and long-term actions will we take to achieve our
goals (in curriculum, assessment, instruction, professional
		
development, policy, resource allocation, job appraisal, etc.)?
What strategies will help us achieve the desired results?
Who will be responsible? What resources will be needed?
© 2010 Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins		
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Schooling by Design

Goal(s):

Stage 1 – Desired Results

What is our Vision for 21st Century Learning?
What is our Mission for 21st Century Learning?
What outcomes do we seek as a result of this initiative?
Essential Question(s)::

Understanding(s):

What understandings and
attitudes do teachers,
administrators, parents,
policy makers, etc. need
for these outcomes to be
achieved?

What essential questions
about 21st Century Learning
and the practices and structures of schools need to be
explored?

Knowledge & Skills:

What knowledge and skill will teachers, administrators,
policy makers, parents, and students need for this vision
to become a reality?

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence

Direct Evidence:

Indirect Evidence:

What will count as evidence of
success – for learners? - for
the organization?

What other data (e.g.,
achievement gaps; staff
understandings, attitudes,
and practices; organizational
capacity, etc.) should be 		
collected?

What are the key observable
indicators of short and longterm progress?

Stage 3 – Action Plan

What short- and long-term actions will we take to achieve our
goals (in curriculum, assessment, instruction, professional
		
development, policy, resource allocation, job appraisal, etc.)?
What strategies will help us achieve the desired results?
Who will be responsible? What resources will be needed?
© 2010 Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins		
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Schooling by Design

Backward Design Plan for a Workshop on Understanding by Design

Stage 1 – Desired Results

Understanding(s):

U

• Effective curriculum design evolves
“backward” from clear goals and is
aligned across all 3 stages.
• UbD is a way of thinking more carefully
about curriculum design; it is not a prescriptive program.
• Using design standards improves quality.
• The UbD design process is non-linear and
iterative.
• Teaching and assessing for understanding
enhances learning of content standards.
      
Staff will know...
			

K

Essential Question(s)::

Q

• Why are the best curriculum designs
    “backwards”?
• What is good design? How does UbD
    support effective curriculum design?
• How does “continuous improvement”
    apply to curriculum design?
• Why teach for understanding?
• How will we know that students really
    understand?
• What is the difference between under
    standing and knowing?
Staff will be able to...

S

• the 3 stages of “backward design”
• develop understandings, essential ques• characteristics of  “big ideas” & “essential questions” tions, and assessment evidence
• the 6 facets of understanding and GRASPS
• draft a unit in the Template
• the WHERETO elements of instructional planning • review designs against the Design Standards
• design standards for UbD

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence

Performance Task(s):

T

• Develop a draft design using the UbD

template and tools. (Design meets most
of the UbD design standards.)
•  Participate in a peer review process
using design standards and provide
feedback to designers.

Other Evidence:

OE

• pre- and post-workshop surveys
• observations of participants’ understandings/
questions/ misconceptions/frustrations
• quality of responses on exercises and    
worksheets
• participant self-assessments and reflections
on their understandings and design
•  written and oral feedback to presenter

Stage 3 – Learning Plan
Learning Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(selected)

overview of session, performance goal, meet in role-alike groups
exercise on Good Design
study and discuss “before” and “after” design examples
guided design work on each stage
watch and discuss relevant video clips
“gallery walk” to review participants’ designs
lecture/discussion on key design elements and issues
peer review against design standards

© 2010 Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins		
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Understanding by Design Unit-PEER Review
Unit Title: __________________________________Grade: ______ Subject: ____________
Designer(s): ___________________________________________ Date: ________________

Stage 1: Desired Results
Enduring Understandings
1. Are the unit understandings “enduring”? Does the unit
represent big ideas and/or important understandings that
have enduring value beyond the classroom?
2. Do the enduring understandings represent principles, laws,
theories, and/or concepts that are at the heart of the
discipline?
3. Are the understandings broad enough to offer opportunities
for authentic, discipline-based work?
4. Does the understanding reflect a complex or not-obvious
concept that leads to deeper inquiry?

Yes

Needs
Work

Not Yet

Yes

Needs
Work

Not Yet

Yes

Needs
Work
Needs
Work

Not Yet

Yes

Not Yet

Essential Questions
5. Are the essential questions provocative and do they provide
a doorway to student discussion, inquiry and research? Do
they raise other important questions?
6. Do the questions have no one obvious answer?

Yes

Needs
Work

Not Yet

Yes

Not Yet

7. Are the questions written in student friendly language
appropriate for student in this grade level?
8. Do the questions get at the heart of the discipline or topic?

Yes

Needs
Work
Needs
Work
Needs
Work
Needs
Work
Needs
Work
Needs
Work

Not Yet

Yes

Not Yet
Not Yet

Knowledge and Skills
9. The unit clearly states what knowledge students will acquire
(Students will know…).
10. The unit clearly indicates what skills students will attain
(Students will be able to…).
11. Does the unit contain knowledge and skills that support
rigorous content?

August 2011

Yes
Yes
Yes

Not Yet
Not Yet
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Unit Title: __________________________________Grade: ______ Subject: ____________
Designer(s): ___________________________________________ Date: ________________

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence
12. Do the assessments measure the enduring understandings
and/or essential questions (unit learning goals)?
13. Are there multiple opportunities within the unit for students
to demonstrate mastery of the unit learning goals?
14. Are there a variety of assessment types and/or options for
students to choose from?
15. Are there opportunities for student reflection, selfassessment and self-adjustment based on feedback relative to
the standards?
16. Is the language of any rubric understandable by the students
at this grade? Does the rubric ensure that students will
understand by what measures they will be evaluated?
17. Are there varied and frequent formative assessments?

Extensively Somewhat Minimally
Extensively Somewhat Minimally
Extensively Somewhat Minimally
Extensively Somewhat Minimally
Extensively Somewhat Minimally
Extensively Somewhat Minimally

Stage 3: Learning Plan
18. Is the sequence of the unit clear by looking at the learning
plan?
19. Are there activities in the unit that will hook and engage
students in the content?
20. Is the learning plan linked to the unit’s Enduring
Understandings and Essential Questions?
21. Will the students have sufficient opportunities to rethink
and revise their work based on timely feedback in the unit?
22. Will the students have opportunities to exhibit their
understandings though a variety of final performance and/or
product choices?
23. Do the learning activities support and prepare students for
the assessments?

Extensively Somewhat Minimally
Extensively Somewhat Minimally
Extensively Somewhat Minimally
Extensively Somewhat Minimally
Extensively Somewhat Minimally
Extensively Somewhat Minimally

Overall Design
24. To what extent does the work bring all three stages together
into a coherent unit?

Extensively Somewhat Minimally

Stage 4: Review/Revise
Stage 5: Implement/Analyze/Reflect/Revise

August 2011
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UBD Lesson Design Standards
RUBRIC
Stage 1: Identifying Desired Results
QUALITY
To what extent are the targeted
understandings enduring
(transferable, big ideas at the
heart of the discipline) and in
need of uncoverage?

Level 3
The understanding is a big idea
or core principle at the heart of
the discipline.

Level 2
The understanding is important
but not of the highest priority;
or it may be more accurately
described as important
knowledge and skill.

Level 1
The understanding as stated is a
straightforward fact, skill, or
attitude, not a big idea or core
process at the heart of the
discipline.

To what extent are the targeted
understandings framed as
generalizations specific enough
to guide teaching and assessing
and overreaching enough to
enable transfer?

The targeted understanding is
stated clearly and specifically.
It is framed as a generalization,
which specifies the big idea
that students should
understand.

The unit’s focus is clear, but
the targeted understanding is
vague. An area of study or
general understanding may be
given, but the specific
understanding that should result
for students is not stated.

To what extent are the targeted
understandings framed by the
provocative essential
questions?

The essential questions are
important and thought
provoking. They have more
than one correct answer and
require inquiry rather than
recall. They have great
potential for engaging students.
They provide a unifying focus
to guide teaching and learning.

The essential questions are
appropriate for the topic but do
not focus on the most important
ideas or core processes.
Although they do not have a
single correct answer, they may
not require much inquiry. They
may or may not engage
students.

The targeted understanding is
stated as a general topic or area
of study, without stating
exactly what is to be
understood about the topic.
The understanding is too vague
or general to guide instruction
and assessment.
The essential questions do not
focus on big ideas or core
processes. They are not
particularly thought provoking
and are not likely to engage
students. They may have only
one correct answer and be too
narrow to guide the unit.

*Adapted from The Understanding By Design Handbook by Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins

Stage 2: Determining Acceptable Evidence
QUALITY
To what extent do the
assessments provide valid and
reliable measures of the
targeted understanding?

Level 3
The task clearly provides a
valid measure of the targeted
understanding. Students are
required to demonstrate the
desired understanding to
successfully complete the task.

Level 2
The task likely provides a valid
measure of the targeted
understanding. Some students,
however, may be able to
complete the task without
demonstrating the desired
understanding.

Level 1
The task does not provide a
valid measure of the targeted
understanding. Students are
not required to demonstrate the
desired understanding to
successfully complete the task.

To what extent do the
assessments provide
opportunities for students to
exhibit their understanding
through authentic performance
assessments?

The task is highly authentic,
involving a direct or simulated
application of the targeted
understanding. The task is
complex and involves the types
of challenges or constraints that
adults face in the world beyond
the classroom. Students
develop actual products or
performances for an identified
audience/client.

The task calls for applying the
targeted understanding, but the
context is not particularly
authentic. Students may
develop actual products or
performances, but the task
lacks an identified purpose,
audience/client, or realistic
constraints.

To what extent do the
assessments provide sufficient
and varied information to
support inferences about each
student’s understanding?

The proposed assessments
provide sufficient evidence to
permit confident inferences
about each student’s overall
understanding. Appropriate
diversity is evident in the
assessment methods; students
have many opportunities to
reveal the depth and breadth of
their understanding.

The proposed assessments
provide evidence but are
incomplete. Over-reliance on
one assessment occurs; or
several assessment methods are
used, but they yield insufficient
data to permit confident
inferences about each student’s
overall understanding.

The task is inauthentic. It
presents an out-of-context
question or problem that does
not represent the kinds of
complexities or challenges
adults face. Students may
respond to questions but do not
develop actual products or
performances. No clearly
identified purpose, realistic
situation, or audience/client is
evident.
The proposed assessments are
too limited or incomplete to
permit confident inferences
about each student’s overall
understanding.

*Adapted from The Understanding By Design Handbook by Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins

Stage 3: Planning Learning Experiences and Instruction
QUALITY
To what extent will students
know where they are going;
why they are going there; what
they already know; where they
might go astray; and what is
required of them?

To what extent will students be
hooked – engaged in digging
into the big ideas (through
inquiry, research, problem
solving, and experimentation)?

To what extent will students
explore and experience key
ideas and receive instruction to
equip them for the required
performance?

Level 3
The unfolding of the first few
lessons reveals where the unit
is headed. Students clearly
know the unit/lesson goals, as
well as the tasks, criteria, and
standards by which their
understanding will be
determined. They are fully
mindful of the priorities – what
is most important and why.
The unit has a powerful hook
stimulated by thoughtprovoking experiences early
on. Students will likely pay
more attention than usual and
take a greater interest than
usual in the complex ideas.
They will more likely be so
engaged or puzzled by the
opening activities that they
want to know more about the
unit’s big ideas.

Level 2
Level 1
Students are unclear about what
Students are not completely
they are to do and why. They
clear about the unit/lessson
have little sense of the
goals or about the tasks,
criteria, and standards by which unit/lesson priorities. They do
not understand the tasks,
their understanding will be
criteria, and standards by which
determined. They are
their understanding will be
somewhat mindful of the
determined until it’s too late.
priorities – what is most
important and why.

The unit/lesson moves beyond
facts to fully explore key ideas
through illuminating experiences.
Lessons and activities equip
students to effectively prepare for
final performance tasks to
demonstrate the targeted
understanding.

The unit does not go beyond a
superficial or abstract treatment
of the topic, which is sufficient
only for the assessment of
recall; or the unit/lesson does
not adequately prepare students
for the final performance tasks;
or both.

A clear attempt to hook
students with a thoughtprovoking and accessible entry
to the topic is evident, but the
attempt is either too oriented
toward adult interests or the
hook is too tangential to the
unit/lesson’s big ideas; or the
opening hook is creative and
provocative, but the unit/lesson
is not likely to sustain student
interest or both.
The unit/lesson’s key ideas are
tested somewhat superficially;
or lessons and activities do not
thoroughly prepare students for
the final performance tasks; or
both.

*Adapted from The Understanding By Design Handbook by Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins

The opening activities/lessons
have little to hook students.
Students do not display a
heightened interest in the
unit/lesson’s ideas. The
unit/lesson unfolds in a
typically linear and predictable
manner.

To what extent will students be
challenged to rethink ideas and
have opportunities to rehearse
and revise their work based on
timely feedback?

To what extent will students
evaluate (self-assess and set
future goals) prior to the
conclusion of the unit/lesson?

To what extent will the
unit/lesson appear coherent to
students?

The unit/lesson is clearly
interactive, requiring students to
rethink key ideas as further
learning and inquiry occur. The
unit has built-in opportunity to
revise work or performance in
progress on the basis of feedback
or unexpected results. The
culminating products and
performances reveal deeper
understanding as a result of
rethinking and revising.
The unit/lesson culminates by
providing students with
opportunities to consider the
quality of their work, the value
and meaning of the unit/lesson,
and plans for logical next steps
(e.g. pursue the issues raised in the
unit/lesson or identify needed skill
development).
Students see the logic of the
unit/lesson – how the
lessons/activities are connected
and flow together. They
understand that the unit is clearly
focused on big ideas, overarching
questions, and appropriate
culminating performance tasks.
Most students are directed toward
important ideas or culminating
performance tasks.

The unit/lesson may ask students
to consider different points of
view or strategies of performance
throughout, but does not require
much rethinking and revision.
Opportunities to get and use
feedback to rethink and refine may
occur, but they may be optional,
not integral to the unit/lesson
design.

The unit/lesson provides only a
linear march through content,
requiring students to merely give
back what was taught. The big
ideas are made to seem
straightforward and
unproblematic; hence, no
rethinking is needed.
Opportunities to revise work are
inadequate or nonexistent.

The unit/lesson culminates by
providing students with an
opportunity to make a final selfassessment, but larger questions
about the meaning of the work and
possible plans for future inquiry
and skill development are not
addressed.

The unit/lesson ends with no
formal opportunity for selfassessment and future planning.

The sequence of lessons/activities
may be somewhat illogical to the
students, even though the
sequence might make sense from
an adult’s point of view. The
lessons/activities may be logically
sequenced, but no clear or explicit
relation to the overarching
understandings and culminating
performance tasks is evident.
Students are not always clear
about what or why they are doing
what they are doing.

The sequence of lessons/activities
is likely to be confusing,
incomplete, or illogical to the
students. Lessons/activities seem
strung together in a disconnected
fashion – not heading toward a
synthesis of important ideas or
culminating performance tasks.
Most students have no clear idea
of what is important.

*Adapted from The Understanding By Design Handbook by Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins
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Performance Assessment: GRASPS
When constructing performance assessment tasks, it helps to use the acronym GRASPS:

G
R
A
S
P
S

Real-world Goal
Real-world Role
Real-world Audience
Real-world Situation
Real-world Products or Performances

Standards

GOAL
Provide a statement of the task.
Establish the goal, problem, challenge, or obstacle in the task.
ROLE
Define the role of the students in the task.
State the job of the students for the task.
AUDIENCE
Identify the target audience within the context of the scenario.
Example audiences might include a client or committee.
SITUATION
Set the context of the scenario.
Explain the situation.
PRODUCT
Clarify what the students will create and why they will create it.
STANDARDS and CRITERIA [INDICATORS]
Provide students with a clear picture of success.
Identify specific standards for success.
Issue rubrics to the students or develop them with the students.

Adapted From Wiggins, Grant and Jay McTighe. Understanding by Design Professional Development Workbook. Alexandria, VA:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 2004.
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Constructing a Performance Task Scenario Using GRASPS
Consider the following set of stem statements as you construct a scenario for a performance task. Refer to
the tables above to help you brainstorm possible scenarios. Note: These are idea starters. Resist the urge to
fill in all of the blanks!
Goal:
 Your task is _________________________________________________________________
 Your goal is to _______________________________________________________________
 The problem or challenge is ____________________________________________________
 The obstacle to overcome is ____________________________________________________
Role:
 You are_____________________________________________________________________
 You have been asked to _______________________________________________________
 Your job is __________________________________________________________________
Audience:
 Your clients are _____________________________________________________________
 The target audience is ________________________________________________________
 You need to convince ________________________________________________________
Situation:
 The context you find yourself in is______________________________________________
 The challenge involves dealing with _____________________________________________
Product, Performance, and Purpose:
 You will create a _______________________________________ in order to__________________________
 You need to develop ____________________________________so that _____________________________
Standards and Criteria for Success:
 Your performance needs to _________________________________________________________________
 Your work will be judged by _________________________________________________________________
 Your product must meet the following standard (quality) __________________________________________
 A successful result will ______________________________________________________________________
Adapted From Wiggins, Grant and Jay McTighe. Understanding by Design Professional Development Workbook. Alexandria, VA:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 2004.

March 2011

APPENDIX B

UbD Lesson Plan – Sustainable Ag Level 1
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION

PROJECT

TOPIC: Sustainable Agriculture

TIMELINE: 2-3 Hours
SUBTOPIC: Principles of Sustainable Ag

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Understand the principles and best practices of sustainable agriculture
● Explore Journey 2050 Curriculum – National Ag in the classroom curriculum
towards a sustainable future for feeding the world
● Understand why a future in sustainable agriculture is important
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will understanding the guiding principles and best practices for sustainable
agriculture. Students will discover Journey 2050 focusing on current sustainability
practices to secure food for the World 2050 and beyond.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Article – Intro to Sustainable Farming and
Google Drive Curriculum
Practices
● Sustainable Farming Practices
● Article Review
● Article Review Worksheet
Journey 2050 – National Ag in the
Curriculum Website:
Classroom
https://www.agclassroom.org/teacher/mat
● Journey 2050 Videos
rix/lessonplan.cfm?lpid=589&search_term_
● Intro to Sustainable Ag PPT
lp=1:%20introduction,1:%20introduction
● World Population Growth
Handout
Feeding the World Journey 2050 Online
http://www.journey2050.com/play-the-ga
Game
me/
B1

UbD Lesson Plan – Sustainable Ag – Level 2
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION

PROJECT

TOPIC: Sustainable Agriculture

TIMELINE: 1-2 weeks
SUBTOPIC: Biodiversity

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Students will understand what biodiversity is and how we can protect it
● Students will understand the importance of the Plant Kingdom and the key role
that plants play in biodiversity
● Students will apply systems thinking to understand their role and impact on
biodiversity
● Students will use their knowledge to formulate and apply solutions to creating and
sustaining biodiversity
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will apply systems thinking to understand what biodiversity is, how it impacts us
at an individual level, and how we can impact and drive changes to protect biodiversity.
Resources Needed: Websites, boo
ks, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Defining Biodiversity –
Earth Day: Climate Education Week
Climate Education
Climate Education Week Toolkit
Curriculum – All
https://160g7a3snajg2i1r662yjd5r-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/
resources can be found
wp-content/uploads/Education-Toolkit-022718.pdf
in Climate Education
Toolkit
B2

UbD Lesson Plan – Sustainable Ag – Level 3
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION

PROJECT

TOPIC: Sustainable Agriculture

TIMELINE: 1 Week
SUBTOPIC: No Till and Cover Crops

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Students will be introduced to no-till farming and its relevance to sustainability
● Students will be introduced to cover crops and their impact on soil health
● Students will access No-Till Farmer website for resources: articles, eGuides, videos,
testimonials, blogs, and Podcasts
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will understand why No-Till practices and Cover Crops are two of the key
principles of sustainable agriculture. Students will gain their knowledge from farmers
currently implementing these sustainable practices and communicate with them for best
practices and virtual partnerships.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
No-Till Farmer: No-Till 101
https://www.no-tillfarmer.com/topics/88-no-till-101
● Articles
● Videos
● Testimonials from
Farmers
No-Till Farmer: EGuides
https://www.no-tillfarmer.com/topics/65-free-eguides
● No-Till Getting Started
● Understanding Cover
Crops
No-Till Farmer:
https://www.no-tillfarmer.com/topics/65-free-eguides
● Podcasts on Soil Health,
No-Till Farming, Cover
Crops
No-Till Farmer: Connecting
https://www.no-tillfarmer.com/blogs/1-covering-no-till/
the Classroom to No-Till
post/6897-getting-no-till-into-the-classroom
● Blog Projects
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UbD Lesson Plan – Sustainable Ag – Level 4
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION

PROJECT

TOPIC: Sustainable Agriculture

TIMELINE: 1 Week
SUBTOPIC: Grazing Animals

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Students will explore SARE Grazing Management website to understand grazing
principles and resources
● Students will read and analyze Sustainable Livestock Grazing Management Projects
highlighting successful practices, limitations, and outcomes to better understand
real-life grazing practices
● Students will understand USDA-NRCS background, mission, resources and
limitations for sustainable grazing practices
● Students will understand goals and outcomes for USDA-NRCS sustainable grazing
initiatives
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will understand the importance of integrating animals into sustainability
practices as well as some of the challenges and limitations of animals. Students will be
exposed to field practices in grazing and sustainability and analyze the effectiveness and
shortfalls of these practices. Finally, students will explore National and State incentives to
incorporate grazing practices into farming.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Grazing Management
https://www.sare.org/Learning-Center/grazing-management
Principles - SARE
Sustainable Livestock
Google Drive: Sustainable Livestock Grazing Factsheet
Grazing Management
Projects: SARE
Sustainable Grazing
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelpr
Lands PDF: USDA-NRCS
db1043496.pdf
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UbD Lesson Plan – Sustainable Ag - Level 5
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION

PROJECT

TOPIC: Sustainable Agriculture

TIMELINE: Entire Curriculum (as needed)
SUBTOPIC: Implementing Sustainable Practices

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Students and teacher complete Sustainable Ag unit (Levels 1-4) to provide additional framework
and context for project
● Students and teacher complete GRASPS after Levels 1-4 are complete to solidify implementation
of sustainable ag practices into project
● Explore resources provided for possible implementations

Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will use UbD GRASPS framework to implement sustainable ag practices into project at a
systems level and then backwards plan to place practices into project. At completion of level 5 students
will have a specific UbD framework and timeline for sustainable ag practices implementation.
GRASPS – UbD Framework
G – GOAL
Your task is ____
Your goal is to ____
The problem or challenge is ____
The obstacle to overcome is ____
R – ROLE
You are ____
You have been asked to ____
Your job is____
A – AUDIENCE
Your clients are ____
The target audience is ____
You need to convince ____
S – SITUATION
The context you find yourself in is ____
The challenge involves dealing with ____
P – PRODUCT/PURPOSE
You will create a ____ in order to____.
You need to develop ___so that ____.
S – STANDARDS FOR SUCCESS
Your performance needs to ____
Your work will be judged by ____
Your product must meet the following
standard (quality) _____
A successful result will _____

Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Video – The Biggest Little Farm
YouTube
Trailerhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfDTM4JxHl8
Informational Page:
https://www.ecowatch.com/the-biggest-little-farm-263670
0678.html?rebelltitem=4#rebelltitem4
Projects in Biodiversity
https://sustainability.asu.edu/ecologyexplorers/teacher-to
olbox/lesson-plans/
How to Develop a Pasture Management
http://pastureproject.org/pasture-management/developin
Plan
g-a-grazing-plan/
Proposed Timeline: Insert tasks as needed
September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

***Not every month needs to be used, use as needed to implement project design ***
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APPENDIX C

UbD Lesson Plan – Soil Level 1
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION
TOPIC: Soil

PROJECT

TIMELINE: 2 Hours
SUBTOPIC: Dirt: The Movie

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Provide historical context into soil
● Understand global perspective on impact of soil health or soil degradation
● Discuss the contentious future of soil and how humans impact soil health
● Provide solutions to building and sustaining soil health
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Dirt: The Movie (A Story with Heart Free at
and Soil)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHhhHpohglg
Available for purchase at PBS and/or Amazon
Prime Video
Dirt: The Movie – homepage with
http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/dirt-the-mo
preview and additional resources
vie/
Dirt: The Movie Discussion Guide –
https://www-tc.pbs.org/independentlens/dirt-theprovides context for discussion
movie/resources/dirt_discussion.pdf
Dirt: The Movie - additional
http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/dirt-the-mo
resources and extensions
vie/more.html
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UbD Lesson Plan – Soil Level 2
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION
TOPIC: Soil

PROJECT

TIMELINE: 4-5 hours
SUBTOPIC: Soil Sleuths

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● To understand that soil is a farm’s most important resource
● To be able to identify the main components of soil, and understand the derivation
and the function of each
● To understand how soil structure effects drainage and water retention
● To observe erosion and loss of topsoil and to experiment with ways to prevent it
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Soil is the most valuable resource to grow plants and food. Soil contains minerals and
organic matter that is precious, easy to lose, and take time to build. Implementing
sustainable farming methods support soil health and work to preserve and build soil.
Creating healthy soil yields healthy plants and healthy people.

Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Food Project – Workshop 2 – Soil
https://thefoodproject.org/curriculum/sustainable-a
Sleuths PDF
griculture/
***This lesson requires pre planting 10 flats of winter Rye seeds weeks prior to lesson***
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UbD Lesson Plan – Soil Level 3
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION

PROJECT

TOPIC: Soil

TIMELINE: 5+ hours (depending on the size of
Compost Program)
SUBTOPIC: Compost Happens

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● To understand that our activities on the land affect the quality of the soil.
● To observe that soil is alive and must be fed to maintain fertility
● To understand that it is possible to increase the quality and fertility of soil by adding
organic material
● To learn how to make compost and implement composting program
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Soil is alive and can be improved by “feeding” it organic material by understanding what soil “eats” to
improve its soil structure and bioactivity. Compost is an effective way to increase soil health, structure,
and fertility. Compost happens naturally, but can be manipulated to speed up the process. Composting
at any scale is educational and beneficial to the environment.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
The Food Project – Compost Happens –
https://thefoodproject.org/curriculum/sustainable-agricultur
Workshop 3 PDF
e/
Containers for Composting (used for
Possible Donations for Buckets of Various Sizes:
lesson as well as collection containers in
● School Cafeteria
classrooms/school)
● Local Restaurants
● Local Landscapers (often have containers/pots)
Compost Posters (How to Compost)
https://www.pinterest.com/maryting5/compost-postersinfo/
- Reference for ideas, students make their own posters on
“How to Compost” to display at designated composting
receptacles in school
Build A Compost Bin – outdoor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW_DVNUt7ms – You
receptacle for compost
Tube Video “How to Make a Compost Bin from Wood Pallets”
● Tips: Work with school Industrial Arts or Ag Ed
teachers for equipment/building materials – most
materials can be donated from local businesses
and/or found for free online
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UbD Lesson Plan – Soil Level 4
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT
APPLICATION PROJECT
TOPIC: Soil

TIMELINE: 5+ hours (depending on size of
Vermicomposting project)
SUBTOPIC: Vermicomposting

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Discuss how worms contribute to soil health and “make soil”
● Research, design, build and implement classroom Vermicomposting
● Harvest compost from Vermicomposting to use for compost bin and/or sell as
fundraiser
● Harvest liquid from Vermicomposting to make “compost tea” and use as fertilizer
(plant food) for gardens and/or sell as fundraiser
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Using worms to create compost can quickly and efficiently add nutrients to the soil.
Students will understand how worms contribute to soil health as well as how to start a
worm bin (Vermicomposting) that yields compost and compost tea. This project can also
be used as a fundraiser to build funds for future sustainable agriculture projects.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
TedEd – Video “How Worms Can https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8miLevRI_o
Reduce Our Waste”
Vermicomposting 101
https://foodprint.org/eating-sustainably/compostingand-food-waste/vermicomposting-101/
How to Start a Worm Bin http://compost.css.cornell.edu/worms/steps.html
Educational
How to Start a Vermicomposting https://urbanwormcompany.com/how-to-start-worm
Bin - Vendor
-bin/
Cathy’s Crawly Composters – How https://www.cathyscomposters.com/instructions.ht
to and informational website on
m
vermicomposting
EPA – How to Vermicompost
https://www.epa.gov/recycle/how-create-and-maint
ain-indoor-worm-composting-bin
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UbD Lesson Plan – Soil Level 5
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION

PROJECT

TOPIC: Soil

TIMELINE: Entire Curriculum (as needed)
SUBTOPIC: Soil Amendment

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Students and teacher complete Soil Unit (Levels 1-4) to provide additional framework and context
for project
● Students and teacher complete GRASPS after Levels 1-4 are complete to solidify implementation
of soil into project
● Explore resources provided for possible implementations
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will use UbD GRASPS framework to implement soil into project at a systems level and then
backwards plan to build and amend soil for project. At completion of level 5 students will have a specific
UbD framework and timeline for soil amendment implementation.
GRASPS – UbD Framework
G – GOAL
Your task is ____
Your goal is to ____
The problem or challenge is ____
The obstacle to overcome is ____
R – ROLE
You are ____
You have been asked to ____
Your job is____
A – AUDIENCE
Your clients are ____
The target audience is ____
You need to convince ____
S – SITUATION
The context you find yourself in is ____
The challenge involves dealing with ____
P – PRODUCT/PURPOSE
You will create a ____ in order to____.
You need to develop ___so that ____.
S – STANDARDS FOR SUCCESS
Your performance needs to ____
Your work will be judged by ____
Your product must meet the following
standard (quality) _____
A successful result will _____

Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Vermicomposting Tea:
Compost Tea – Feed soil and plants
https://www.wormcompostinghq.com/how-to-use-worm-compo
regularly with Compost Tea
st/how-to-make-compost-tea-with-worm-castings/
Make your Own Compost Tea:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96XGcIF3v20

Organic Matter – continuously add organic
matter to the soil to enhance nutrient
density

Lasagna Gardening How To:

Greenhouse Effect – cover and warm soil
and plants to trap heat and extend
growing season

Warming Up Soil:

Proposed Timeline: Insert tasks as needed

https://www.thespruce.com/how-to-make-a-lasagna-garden-253
9877
Lasagna Gardening Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuNUTTFYArY
https://www.growveg.com/guides/warming-up-soil-how-to-start
-seeds-earlier-in-your-garden/
How to Make A Hoop Cover:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oc70X2Jn1gk

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

***Not every month needs to be used, use as needed to implement project design ***
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APPENDIX D

UbD Lesson Plan – Carbon Farming Levels 1-2
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION
TOPIC: Carbon Farming

PROJECT

TIMELINE: 10-15 Hours
SUBTOPIC: Carbon Farming Overview

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Read soil carbon sequestration articles and complete article reviews
● Read about Carbon Farming Practices and have students pick different “Carbon
Farm Practice List” items and present on topic
● Go to COMET Planner and evaluate carbon footprint for your location
● Understanding Carbon Trading through emissions and taxes simulation

Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
To provide students with a contextual background on carbon farming through reading
comprehension, research, and measurement tools. Students will develop a general
understanding of carbon farming best practices and the real world implications of carbon
farming.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Soil Carbon Sequestration
Articles:
https://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/soil
-carbon-storage-84223790/,
https://www.envirothonpa.org/documents/CarbonSeque
stration.pdf
Reading Comprehension
Article Response Packet – Common Core Reading –
Worksheet
Google Drive Curriculum
Carbon Farming Practices –
Article: https://www.carboncycle.org/carbon-farming/
Students pick one item from
How to Give an Informational Report PPT – Google Drive
“Carbon Farm Practice List”
Curriculum
and do an informative PPT on
topic
Measuring Carbon Footprint
COMET Planner http://www.comet-planner.com/
Calculator
Carbon Emissions Game
https://serc.carleton.edu/integrate/teaching_materials/carb
on_emissions/unit6.html
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UbD Lesson Plan – Carbon Farming Levels 3-4
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT
APPLICATION
TOPIC: Carbon Farming

PROJECT

TIMELINE: 10-15 hours
SUBTOPIC: Carbon, Water, and Climate Change

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Understanding the carbon cycle
● Recognizing the balance of carbon emissions and carbon storage
● CO2 changes the pH of water quality affecting the flora and fauna
● How carbon emissions contribute to climate change and extreme weather patterns
● Understanding personal impact through a carbon footprint analysis
● How to use models and understanding of impact to take action on climate change
● Implement solutions to climate change through carbon trading and alternative
energy sources
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
The goal of the “My Carbon Footprint” curriculum is to educate youth about the science
of climate change as well as empower students to examine the environmental impact of
their actions. Students will understand and examine the balance of cycles (water and
carbon cycle), weather patterns (increased precipitation and flooding), CO2 and pH
influence on ocean water, water usage and impact on Carbon Footprint, alternative
energy and value of hydroelectric energy.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
My Carbon Footprint – High School
https://nysci.org/wp-content/uploads/MCF_HS_Fi
Curriculum, NYSCI
nal.pdf 
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UbD Lesson Plan – Level 5
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION

PROJECT

TOPIC: Carbon Farming

TIMELINE: Entire Curriculum (as needed)
SUBTOPIC: Carbon Sequestration

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Students and teacher complete Carbon Farming Unit (Levels 1-4) to provide additional framework
and context for project
● Students and teacher complete GRASPS after Levels 1-4 are complete to solidify implementation
of carbon farming into project
● Explore resources provided for possible implementations

Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will use UbD GRASPS framework to implement carbon farming into project at a systems level
and then backwards plan to use carbon farming best practices for project. At completion of level 5
students will have a specific UbD framework and timeline for carbon farming implementation.
GRASPS – UbD Framework
G – GOAL
Your task is ____
Your goal is to ____
The problem or challenge is ____
The obstacle to overcome is ____
R – ROLE
You are ____
You have been asked to ____
Your job is____
A – AUDIENCE
Your clients are ____
The target audience is ____
You need to convince ____
S – SITUATION
The context you find yourself in is
____
The challenge involves dealing with
____
P – PRODUCT/PURPOSE
You will create a ____ in order
to____.
You need to develop ___so that ____.
S – STANDARDS FOR SUCCESS
Your performance needs to ____

Your work will be judged by ____
Your product must meet the following
standard (quality) _____
A successful result will _____
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Carbon Farming Practices – Review carbon Article: https://www.carboncycle.org/carbon-farming/
best practices and decide which to
Reference Informational PPT’s on best practices
implement
Carbon Measurement – using carbon
USDA: https://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/carbon/tools/
measurement tools, determine carbon
storage of you project/ecosystem
Boosting Farm Productivity - Carbon

Proposed Timeline: Insert tasks as needed
September
October

February

March

Australia Department of Ag
https://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/climatechange/ca
rbonfarmingfutures

November

December

January

April

May

June

***Not every month needs to be used, use as needed to implement project design ***
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APPENDIX E

UbD Lesson Plan – Agriscaping Level 1
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION
TOPIC: Agriscaping

PROJECT

TIMELINE: 5+ hours
SUBTOPIC: Edible Plants of MN

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Introduce the science of horticulture
● Create and/or find a list of Edible Plants for desired location
● Have students create an Edible Plant PPT as a group to use as reference guide
● Research local and state resources for gardens/landscaping – U of M Master
Gardeners and U of M Extension
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will learn the basics of horticulture and garden design. Students will create a
master list of edibles and as a group design a group Edible PPT that will be their reference
for their project design. Students will be aware of how to locate local and state resources
for landscape and garden design.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Intro to Horticulture PPT and
Google Drive Curriculum
Worksheet
Edible Plants of Minnesota List Google Drive Curriculum
Referenced from “The Edible Landscape” by Emily Tepe
https://www.amazon.com/Edible-Landscape-Beautiful-B
ountiful-Vegetables/dp/0760341397
Edible Plants of Minnesota
Sample Student Design 2019: Google Drive Curriculum
PPT Design
Yard and Garden Resources – U of M Extension Reference
Master Gardeners
https://extension.umn.edu/yard-and-garden
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UbD Lesson Plan – Agriscaping Level 2
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION
TOPIC: Agriscaping

PROJECT

TIMELINE: 5+ hours
SUBTOPIC: Edible Landscapes – Agriscaping
Basics

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Understand Agriscaping and what it is
● Learn the basics of Agriscapes to include indoor Agriscaping, soil needs, sun needs,
and nutrient basics
● Explore articles and videos in Agriscaping website
● Distinguish between plant hardiness zones and microclimates
● Understand microclimates and practice drawing on landscape of choice
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will be introduced to the concept of Agriscaping and how its trademark to
include resources, articles, and videos. Students will identify their plant hardiness zone
and understand what microclimates are. Students will understand how zones and
microclimates affect plant growth and how to draw microclimates into a landscape
design.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Agriscaping Reference PDF’s in Intro to Agriscaping and Design – PDF 1
Google Drive Curriculum
Intro to Indoor Agriscaping – PDF 2
Agriscaping Soil, Sun, and Nutrients – PDF 3
Agriscaping Technologies
https://agriscaping.com/
Website
Reference Articles and Videos
Plant Hardiness Zones vs
Zones vs Microclimates
Microclimates
https://commonsensehome.com/plant-hardiness-zonesmicroclimate/
USDA Hardiness Zones: https://garden.org/nga/zipzone/
Microclimates
Microclimates PDF
Google Drive Curriculum
Microclimates Reference Chart
Sample Agriscape Designs - Microclimates
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UbD Lesson Plan – Agriscaping Level 3
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION
TOPIC: Agriscaping

PROJECT

TIMELINE: 5+ hours (ongoing when growing
plants)
SUBTOPIC: Sprouts, Microgreens, and
Hydroponics

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Distinguish between sprouts and microgreens
● Learn how to grow sprouts and microgreens
● Harvest produce and learn the health benefits of sprouts and microgreens
● Understand what it means to grow plants using hydroponics
● Design and implement indoor hydroponic system
● Use hydroponic plants as seed starters for spring planting and/or edible plants year
around
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will gain the confidence and skills to grow food indoors using sprouts,
microgreens, and hydroponics. Students will design and maintain indoor gardens to
include harvesting and using produce in healthy cooking.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Growing Sprouts and
Microgreens

Health Benefits of Sprouts and
Microgreens
Nut, Bean, Seed Sprouting
Guide
Hydroponics Intro Worksheet
Hydroponics (Growing Edibles
All Year)

Reference/Source
https://sproutpeople.org/growing-sprouts/
Growing Sprouts in a Jar Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NotNIdKeRPw
Growing Microgreens:
https://www.bootstrapfarmer.com/blogs/microgreens/how-to-growmicrogreens-101
Health Benefits:
http://www.ahealthyplate.com/benefits-of-microgreens-and-sprouts/
Recipes: https://grocycle.com/best-microgreens-recipes/
Google Drive Curriculum
Google Drive Curriculum
Reference Book: Hydroponics the Very Easy Way by Larry Cipolla
(Amazon) – set up indoor system for winter greens and herbs and/or
starter plants for project landscape(Pictures in Google Drive
Curriculum)
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UbD Lesson Plan – Agriscaping Level 4
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION
TOPIC: Agriscaping

PROJECT

TIMELINE: 5+ hours (ongoing if growing plants)
SUBTOPIC: Indoor Gardening (Containers and
Vertical Gardens)

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Students will learn and apply methods for extending the growing season with
indoor containers and vertical gardens
● Students will design and plant a “Themed Container Project”
● Students will design and build a vertical garden and use in classroom for starter
plants
● Students will understand what companion planting is and implement the concept
into their container and vertical garden designs
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will learn alternative methods for growing food indoors and when have limited
space. Students will use companion planting to design a themed container garden and
vertical garden. Students will use these designs in the classroom to grow starter plants
and/ or to use as fundraiser plants in Spring.
Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Themed Containers – Design
Google Drive Curriculum
and Plant indoors
● Example container designs
● Pictures from students
Tip: Can often get free 18”-20” containers from local
nursery/landscape businesses
Vertical Garden Design –
Google Drive Curriculum
design, build, and use for seed
● Example vertical designs
starters for project
● Pictures from students
landscape/garden
DIY Vertical Design Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxZDqdMMzw8
Tip: Reach out to Ag Teacher and/or Industrial Arts
Teacher for help with materials/tools/space to build
Companion Planting
Google Drive Curriculum
Companion Planting Guide
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UbD Lesson Plan – Agriscaping Level 5
Plan for Instruction
CONTEXT APPLICATION

PROJECT

TOPIC: Agriscaping

TIMELINE: Entire Curriculum (as needed)
SUBTOPIC: Edible Landscape/Garden Design

KEY OBJECTIVES:
● Students and teacher complete Agriscaping Unit (Levels 1-4) to provide additional framework and
context for project
● Students and teacher complete GRASPS after Levels 1-4 are complete to solidify implementation
of Agriscaping into project
● Explore resources provided for possible implementations
Brief Overview (Summary) of the Unit:
Students will use UbD GRASPS framework to implement Agriscaping into project at a systems level and
then backwards plan to implement Agriscaping practices for project. At completion of level 5 students
will have a specific UbD framework and timeline for Agriscaping implementation.
GRASPS – UbD Framework
G – GOAL
Your task is ____
Your goal is to ____
The problem or challenge is ____
The obstacle to overcome is ____
R – ROLE
You are ____
You have been asked to ____
Your job is____
A – AUDIENCE
Your clients are ____
The target audience is ____
You need to convince ____
S – SITUATION
The context you find yourself in is ____
The challenge involves dealing with ____
P – PRODUCT/PURPOSE
You will create a ____ in order to____.
You need to develop ___so that ____.
S – STANDARDS FOR SUCCESS
Your performance needs to ____
Your work will be judged by ____
Your product must meet the following
standard (quality) _____
A successful result will _____

Resources Needed: Websites, books, video, etc.
Name/Type
Reference/Source
Edible Plant Reference Guide
Reference compiled Edible Plant PPT to make a list of
desired edibles for landscape/garden project
Microclimates
Design landscape/garden on paper or computer with
boundaries and color and label microclimates
Hydroponic Starter Plants
Use hydroponic system to start plants in later winter/spring
to be transplanted to landscape/garden
Container Gardens
Implement containers into landscape for depth and variety
Vertical Garden
Use natural or man-made structures to grow vertically
and/or design own vertical designs into landscape/garden
Design Landscape/Garden
Sketch on paper or on computer garden design
Google Drive Curriculum
● Sample Agriscape Designs – Paper
● Sample Agriscape Designs - Computer
Proposed Timeline: Insert tasks as needed
September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

***Not every month needs to be used, use as needed to implement project design ***
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